
Open: 1 Daniel Gormally (Alnwick) 5%16,2-
4 David Mooney (South Shields), Nathan

Ekanem (Gateshead), Andrew Burnett
(Byker) 5.

Minor: '1 Michael Allen (South Shields) 6, 2 Ben

Robinson (Gosforth) 5, 3-4 Graham Marshall
(Hartlepool), Ethan Tatters (Forest Hall) 4.

Junior: 1 Daniel Tong 10112, 2-3 Bruno

Szczygielski (both Gosforth), Aaditya
Bethanbatia (Newcastle) 8.
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Danny Gormally was in good attacktng form as

he became Northumberland Rapid Champion.

I have lamented in this column before

about the lack of study composers (and

problem composers) in the United Kingdom.

Other countries seem to be able to attract
enthusiastic young chess composers, but we

either don't have the resources to recruit any or

lack the secret of how to do it. Every now and

again a new composer appears, but they are

never juniors, lndeed, they are normally seniors.

That being said, we do have a few active

study composers. One such is Paul Byway,

whom many readers will know as a player. He

has been composing, though not prolifically,

for nearly thirty years. As one might expect

from a playel his studies are player-friendly.

Here is one of his early ones, based on a

classic study by Vasily Platov from 1914. lt is

firmly in the style of a century or more ago

and features continued white sacrifices
explained by knight forks.

Paul Byway
diagrammes, 1995

(after V. Platov, 1914)

White to play and win

r Ag8+ &d4
1...€c5 2 9i6+ €d+ 3 6c6+ transposes

to the main line while saving a move.
2 Ae5+

A sacrifice that can't be accepted because

of the fork 2...*xe 5 ? 3 6f7 + .

2...€c5 3 Ad6+
The bishop is again taboo: 3...€xd6? 4 Q)f7+.

3...€d4 4 Ac6+ €c3 5 Ae5+ €c2 6
ab4+ €b1

6...*c'l 7 9f 4+ Wxf4 8 Ad3+ is the main

line a move early.

7 Aa2+ €c1

Studies
with Stephenson

The black king is now immobillsed and the
white bishop again offers itself, but this time
it must be accepted.

8 Af++ Bxf4 t hd3+
Another knight fork to end proceedings.

It is true that there is an alternative win at

move 8 by B Ad3+ &c2 t he1+ &cl 1O

Af 4+ Wxf 4 1 1 Ad3+. Duals (alternative

winning moves) are normally considered a

flaw, but this one is a time-wasting dual in

that it JUSI takes longer to get to the same

position as the main line. As such it is

considered an acceptable dual.

For you to solve this issue is this draw

study by Paul from 201 6.

Paul Byway
British Chess Magazine, 2O16

White to play and draw

To enter email editor@chess.co.uk oT s-ond

your name and address, with the main

variations, to Chess & Bridge, 44 Baker

Street, London W1 U 7RT, postmarked no

later than March 31st. f 30 of products from
Chess & Bridge are available for the first
corTect entry drawn.
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3 sections - all of 7 rounds

FIDE-Rated Open,

FIDE-Rated Under 2OOO,

Under 17OO
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